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Click to read more about Wood Finishing (Drake's Home Craftsman's Series) by F. N. Vanderwalker. LibraryThing is a
cataloging and social networking site for booklovers.

We apologize for what may appear as lower quality images as this popular inventory continuously evolves.
Thinking of a grand statement to grace the entrance of your home? A mahogany door from Doors For Builders
may be the right choice! Ever since the 18th century when Sir Walter Raleigh had a mahogany table made for
Queen Elizabeth I, the allure of mahogany has grown. Mahogany varies from yellowish, reddish, pinkish, or
salmon colored when freshly cut, to a deep rich red, to reddish brown as the wood matures with age.
Mahogany is fine to medium texture, with uniform to interlocking grain, ranging from straight to wavy or
curly. Irregularities in the grain often produce highly attractive figures such as fiddleback or mottle. Mahogany
polishes to a high luster, with excellent working and finishing characteristics. It responds well to hand and
machine tools, has good nailing and screwing properties, and turns and carves superbly. Some characteristics
that make mahogany perfect for a grand home entryway are: Resistant to Rot, Decay, and Infestation. In
Malaysian government tests, this wood was found to last up to 30 years when stakes of Mahogany were driven
into the ground. When left untreated it weathers to a soft grey. Mahogany is invariably associated with
elegance due to its widespread use in furnishings. A reddish tone and close grain pattern makes mahogany an
ideal choice for creating sophisticated environment. Looking for an entryway with a distinct personality to
welcome visitors to your home? A knotty alder door from Doors For Builders is a great place to start. Alder
has a fine close-grained structure and is easily stained and finished. Part of the popularity of Alder is due to the
unusually wide range of grades that are available; with knotty alder giving rise to unique visible surfaces and
unusual structural components. The cream color of newly cut Alder turns a pink orange whilst working on it.
It was therefore much sought after by furniture makers. English wood workers were especially fond of the
roots and knots of Alder wood and are believed to have been the first to fabricate knotty alder doors. The
ancient Roman writer, Virgil, claims that the first boats were made of Alder wood. The timber can resist decay
in a wet environment almost indefinitely. Venice floats partly on the strength of Alder trees.
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Wood Finishing (Drake's Home Craftsman's Series) [Fred Norman Vanderwalker] on www.enganchecubano.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Book by Vanderwalker, Fred Norman.

This process would have taken place in the late WWII and early post-war period, when limitations on tool
sales to consumers were being lifted. The examples found so far can be attributed to two different
manufacturers, but this raises the question of whether additional manufacturers might have participated. We
suspect that there might have been at least one other, but are not ready to present evidence. The reverse is
stamped "Forged in U. The overall length is 9. The shank also has a "V" code forged into the reverse, as
shown in the inset. The overall length is 6. As with the previous figure, the raised panels show the double-line
logo, and a raised-letter "V" code is forged into the shank. The overall length is 7. The overall length is 8. The
shank has a forged-in "V" code visible at the right. The overall length is The cadmium finish suggests a
manufacturing date in Mid to Late s. The chrome finish with a forged "V" rather than stamped suggests a
manufacturing date in the early post-war years. We believe that these examples are highly significant, as they
prove that Sears had contracted with multiple makers in the early part of the modern era, before selecting
"Maker V" as the primary contractor. Examples of their production can be seen in our article on Wilde Tools.
The reverse is also marked with an "N4" code and a P-Circle mark forged into the shank. The overall length is
5. The reverse is also marked with an "E3" code and a P-Circle mark forged into the shank. The wrench is
stamped with the Craftsman double-line logo on raised panel, with "Forged in U. The opening sizes were
measured at 0. Early Craftsman "V" No. The reverse faces are stamped with the fractional sizes. The use of
the "V" code with the Craftsman underline logo suggests that this is early production by Moore Drop Forging,
or possibly a transitional form before the tappet wrench markings were updated to the double-line logo.
Sockets and Drive Tools We have an extensive collection of Craftsman "V" series sockets and drive tools and
will be adding them to this section, as time permits. Late s to s. Note that the markings are oriented
upside-down relative to later production. The shank also has a forged-in "B" code near the head. V-Shaped
Shifters In the Craftsman ratchet line adopted a distinctive V-shaped shift lever, based on a design described
by patent D, , issued to R. Vose in with assignment to Moore Drop Forging. The ratchet head is fitted with an
oil hole closed by a steel ball, as can be seen in the middle inset. Although not marked with a patent notice, the
design of the V-shaped shifter is described by patent D, , issued to R. Quick-Release Ratchets In Sears began
offering Craftsman ratchets with a convenient quick-release button, based on a design described by patent 3,, ,
filed by P. Roberts in and issued in The reverse panel is also stamped with a "Pat. The patent notice refers to
patent 3,, , filed by P. This is the classic patent for the quick-release mechanism. Quick-Release Dual-Pawl
Ratchets In the late s Sears began offering Craftsman ratchets with a dual-pawl mechanism for ultra fine
action, combined with a quick-release button for extra convenience. These ratchets were based on patents 3,,
and 3,, , issued to H. Haznar in and respectively, and assigned to the Moore Drop Forging Company. The
reverse panel is also stamped with a "Patent Pending" notice. The pending status refers to patents 3,, and 3,, ,
issued to H. Haznar in and respectively, with assignment to the Moore Drop Forging Company. These
examples provide evidence that Craftsman model number markings were added in the time frame. The reverse
panel is also stamped with "U. Patented " patent notices. The first patent 3,, was filed by H. Haznar in and
issued in , with assignment to the Moore Drop Forging Company. The describes a pawl-reversing mechanism
for fine-tooth ratchets. The second patent 3,, was filed by H. Haznar in and issued in , again with assignment
to the Moore Drop Forging Company. This patent describes a quick-release mechanism adapted to fine-tooth
ratchets. The reverse panel is also stamped with a "Patent Pending" patent notice. Pliers and Cutters As
Craftsman tools entered the modern era, Sears adopted the "Nested Diamonds" pattern as their standard
gripping pattern for pliers. By though Sears had relented, and Wilde production switched back to their
traditional "Rope Banded" pattern. The finish is polished steel with no plating, which together with the
double-line logo suggests a manufacturing date around The handle pattern closely resembles the "Nested
Diamonds" pattern found on many Craftsman Vanadium pliers. See our article on Early Craftsman Pliers for
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examples. The design of the pliers resembles the Wilde Wrench Pliers shown on another page. Note that the
rivet is flush with the surface on the cutting side, allowing the pliers to cut close to a surface. A review of the
Craftsman catalogs found that the pliers were first listed in under the Dunlap brand, and then offered in under
the Craftsman brand. The pliers remained available at least through , the current limit of our catalogs. The
pliers are stamped with the Craftsman double-line logo on the handle, with "Forged in U. The adjustment
mechanism uses a tabbed pivot post operating in slotted holes. To change the setting, the handles are opened
wide to align the tabs with the slots, allowing the handles to be separated and then reinserted in the desired
hole. Currently our only catalog reference for these pliers is the Craftsman tools catalog. The catalog notes the
advantage of the adjustment mechanism in preventing accidental changes of the setting. Late s to Early s. The
upper inset shows the "Nested Diamonds" gripping pattern on the handles, which remained in use at least
through the early s. These pliers are copies of the more familiar Wilde Battery Pliers , but were made with
slightly different production and marking characteristics. Note that the parting line from the forging is visible
through the impressed handle pattern. Model battery pliers in this angle-nose style were listed in the
Craftsman tool catalog, and this model continued to be offered through the catalog. Note though that the
model number marking on these pliers is unusual for this era. The manufacturer of the B-Circle code has not
yet been identified. Additional information on Wilde can be found in our article on the Wilde Tool Company.
Battery pliers in this angle-nose style were listed as model in the Craftsman tool catalog, and this model
continued to be offered through the catalog. The pliers are also marked with a forged-in "P" code on the
underside of the handles not shown. The pliers are marked with the Craftsman double-line logo, but no model
number is marked. Model numbers were generally marked on Craftsman tools after the late s to early 70s, so
these pliers were probably made in the s. The rope-banded handles and forged-in "P" code indicate production
by Wilde. The tongue-and-groove design dates back to the classic patent 1,, by the Champion De Arment now
Channellock company. This patent expired in the early s, paving the way for competitors to make use of the
design. Sears first offered "Arc-Joint" tongue-and-groove pliers in the Craftsman catalog, and the rear cover
illustrates Craftsman "Arc-Joint" pliers with the P-Circle code visible. The pliers are stamped with the
Craftsman double-line logo near the pivot, with a P-Circle logo below. The stamped P-Circle code identifies
the maker as Wilde, and the unusual for Wilde use of the geometric gripping pattern suggests transitional
production. The Craftsman tool catalog illustrations show that this "Nested Diamonds" gripping pattern
remained in use on some pliers into the s, but the tongue-and-groove models had switched to the rope-banded
pattern by The pliers are stamped with the Craftsman double-line logo near the pivot, with a forged-in "P"
code on the underside of the handles. By the Craftsman tool catalogs had illustrations of these
tongue-and-groove pliers with the rope-banded gripping pattern. The rope-banded gripping pattern the
long-standing "house pattern" for Wilde was used for Arc-Joint pliers after The lack of a model number
marking suggests production before or so. Danielson Company produced pliers for the Fulton, Merit, and
Dunlap brands during the s, and later produced at least some models for the Craftsman brand. Additional
information can be found in our article on the J. The handle also has a forged-in code "C35" faintly visible on
the shoulder. The jaws of the pliers have a drilled recess and milled grooves to hold the ends of a hose-clamp
spring see middle inset , adding another useful feature to these otherwise conventional combination pliers. The
handles of these pliers have a double-chevron gripping pattern, similar to the older Herringbone pattern used
by Danielson for a number of years. An example of this pattern on Proto production can be seen as the Proto
Combination Pliers. The forged-in "C35" is a Danielson date code probably indicates production in , although
a later decade may be possible. Adjustable Wrenches In the post-war years Craftsman adjustable wrenches
were supplied by J.
3: Architect Series Craftsman Light Entry Door with Glass | Pella
Carpentry for builders (A Drake home craftsman's book) by A. B Emary and a great selection of similar Used, New and
Collectible Books available now at www.enganchecubano.com
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Adhesive bonding of wood (A Drake home craftsman's series) [M. L Selbo] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers.

5: Lawn Mowers | CRAFTSMANÂ®
Classic portfolio of a master artist's detailed color patterns and finishing tips and techniques Covers both drakes and
hens - 16 popular and beautiful species of ducks. Full-sized patterns, full color paint patterns and detailed paint mixing
instructions.

6: Student captures Veneer Tech Craftsmanâ€™s Challenge | Woodworking Network
Welcome to The WoodCraftsMan Channel! My channel consists of mostly woodworking and wood finishing with some
other videos mostly about shop projects, shop upgrades and shop maintenance.

7: Craftsman Collection Wood Doors | Simpson Doors
The SH from Main Door combines Old World The SH from Main Door combines Old World craftsmanship with the
popular and timeless Craftsman style. Factory prefinished in our state-of-the-art facility this solid wood 2-panel door with
solid wood exterior shelf provides charm and style for your home.

8: Floor - Sampson Coatings
Artist and proprietor of Chapel Arts in Vancouver, he's best known as a craftsman of custom wood furniture pieces found
in the homes and businesses around the world.

9: Exterior Doors Custom and Stock - Homestead Interior Doors
Craftsman Series doors capture clean lines and a timeless look using an innovative process to create these traditional
doors. Enjoy peace of mind in a contemporary style that looks great and complements your.
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